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Preface
The Boy stood on the burning deck, 
Whence all but him had fled;
Felicia Hermans
To determine the size, strength and ability of a specific piece of equipment to accomplish a given task has allways been
the job of the engineer and for a chemical engineer this has allways meant working with molar, energy and momentum
balances, difficult to setup and often impossible to solve.
These notes have been prepared on the request of the chemical engineering students that participated in the course K-
MEM1 Industrial Membrane Technology at Odense University College of Engineering (OUCE) in the years 2003 and
2004. During this period it became apparant that most textbooks concerning membrane technolgy what ever their many
other merits did not contain a systematic approach to mass or molar balances for membrane systems nor design
equations beyond the very basic level. During the lectures this aproach was therefore developed and have now
precipitated as the notes presented here.
As the notes presented here are only concerned with the molar and energy balances for membrane systems it is vital that
they are used only as a supplement to a text book on membrane technology. Though the notes are not specifically
adjusted to R. Bakers book Membrane Technology and Applications, it is my recommandation as a main text book.
It follows from this introduction that the notes intended audience is undergraduate students in their final year or graduate
students taking an elective course in industrial membrane technology.
Since the notes primary targets are chemcial engineering students at University of Southern Denmark (SDU) I have
decided to use the same nomenclatur as S. Fogler in his book Elements of Chemical Reaction Engineering [1] as this
text is part of the chemical engineering curriculum at SDU and the nomenclatur therefore familiar to most students.
In the hope that this book will help students to better cope with the often painful task of setting up basic design
equations from scratch
Knud Christensen
Institute of Chemical Engineering, Biotechnology
and Environmental Technology
University of Southern Denmark
Odense
Denmark
2006
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1. General Mole Balance Equation over a Membrane System
                     Figure 1.1 Generalized membrane unit for which the general mole balances are setup.
T he general mole balances for a generalized membrane module consisting of a membrane, M, system I andsystem II as shown in figure 1.1 is:
Where  is the molecular flow rate of component j to system I [mole j @s-1]F
jI
*
In
 is the molecular flow rate of component j to system II [mole j @s-1]F
jII
*
In
 is the molecular flow rate of component j from system I to the membrane [mole j @s-1]F
jI
*
M
 is the molecular flow rate of component j from system II to the membrane [mole j @s-1]F
jII
*
M
 is the molecular flow rate of component j from system I [mole j @s-1]F
jI
*
Out
 is the molecular flow rate of component j from system II [mole j @s-1]F
jII
*
Out
GjM is mole j generated in membrane [mole j @s
-1]
GjI is mole j generated in system I [mole j @s
-1]
GjII is mole j generated in system II [mole j @s
-1]
j denotes component  number j
NjM is number of moles j in membran [mole j]
NjI is number of moles j i system I [mole j]
NjII is number of moles j i system II [mole j]
t is time [s]
∆ denotes a finite interval
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Concentrating first on system I the mole balance can be rewritten into an apparent ordinary first order differential
equation:
The same procedure applies for system II:
while the mole balance for the membrane becomes
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If an expression for the rate of reaction of component j in the membrane, system I and system II is known the
amount of component j generated in the membrane, system I and system II can be expressed as [1]:
where rjM is rate of formation of component j in the membrane [mole j @m
-3@s-1]
rjI is rate of formation of component j in system I [mole j @m
-3@s-1]
rjII is rate of formation of component j in system II[mole j @m
-3@s-1]
VM is the volume of the membrane [m
3]
VI is the volume of system I [m
3]
VII is the volume of system II [m
3]
This gives the following mole balances over membrane, system I and II:
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If an expression for the mole or mass transport per unit area, the mole or mass flux, is known the mole or mass
transport to the membrane can be described by the mole or mass flux Jj to the membrane:
where AI is the contact area between system I and the membrane [m
2]
AII is the contact area between system II and the membrane [m
2]
JjI is the flux of component j from system I to the membrane [mole j @m
-2@s-1]
JjII is the flux of component j from system II to the membrane [mole j @m
-2@s-1]
This finally yields the general mole balance equations for membrane, system I and system II: 
These rather cumbersome equations can thereafter be simplified depending on the membrane configuration and
membrane process.
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2. Mole Balance Equations for Specific Membrane Systems
M ost industrial and laboratory membrane systems can be catagorized into a few though idealized membranesystem configurations. For the moment disregarding the actual separation process of the membrane these
configurations primarily differs in the way the fluid, gas or liquid, flow passed or to the membrane. These idealized
membrane configurations tremendously simplifies the mole balances for the membrane system and thereby simplifies the
design equations to be solved when scaling industrial membranes or the mole balances to be solved when measuring
fluxes in the laboratory. This section will therefore dwell in some deetail on these specific membrane configurations, their
matching mole balances and design equations.
Based on flow pattern the membrane configurations can be divided into
- Dead-end filtration
- Perfectly Mixed-Mixed Flow Membrane Module (M&M-MM)
- Plug Flow - Perfectly Mixed Flow Membrane Module (PF&M-MM)
- Cocurrent Plug Flow Membrane Module (coPF-MM)
- Countercurrent Plug Flow Membrane Module (counterPF-MM)
- Plug Flow - Differential Cross Flow Membrane Module (PF&DCF-MM)
- Cross Flow Membrane Module (CF-MM)
A more deetailed description with examples of simple applications will be given in the following paragraphs.
2.1 Mole Balance and Design Equation for Dead-end filtration
2.1.1 Dead-end Filtration With Reaction
The intuitively simplest membrane separation method is dead-end filtration as shown in figure 2.2. In this process all
particles larger than the pore opening of the membrane is held back while the rest are forced through the membrane or
filter. This is a flow configuration most coffe drinkers will recognize from daily life. On an industrial scale it is used for
as diverse processes as screening pebbles, removing crystals from mother liquor by simple filtration and bacteria from
drinking water using microfiltration.
In dead-end filtration ideally all particles larger than the pore diameter in the filter are held back thereby creating a layer
of solids on the filter. This layer is traditionally termed the filter cake. Ideally all particles smaller than the pore diameter
should pass through. In real life this is not so since many smaller particles are held back in the tortuos passages formed
in the filter cake. At the beginning of any dead-end filtration there will therefore be some particle sizes that pass through
to the product stream that as the filter cake builts up will be held back in this. As a result a range of particle sizes where
a clean cut of pass/not pass cannot be achived exists. Based on this a mole balance (or mass balance in most cases) has
to be set up for each particle size. This can be done by taking the general mole balance and simplifying it to describe
dead-end filtration.
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 Figure 2.2 Dead-end filtration unit.
 The general mole balances for membrane, M, system I and system II is given by equation (1.8):
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The first simplification that can be made stems from the fact that no separate product flow leaves system I nor does
any separate feed flow enter system II:
In system I the liquid above the filter cake is assumed to be well mixed thereby having the same spatial composition in
the system and at the liquid filter cake interface. For system II the liquid is also assumed well mixed leading to the same
spatial composition of the liquid and the membrane liquid interface. 
Taking  the filter cake to be part of the membrane system now leads to the following simplifications
This leads to the following simplification of the general mole balance
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The flow through the membrane system M can be assumed to be plug flow. This can be used to simplify the general mole
balance further. As the membrane system for dead-end filtration contains both the filter cake and the filter (membrane
proper) the mole balance is logically divided into one equation for the filter cake and one for the filter:
Where AFC is the contact area between filter cake and filter [m
2]
JjFC is flux of component j from filter cake to filter [mole j @m
-2@s-1]
NjF is the number of moles of component j in the filter [mole j]
NjFC is the number of moles of component j in the filter cake [mole j]
rjF is rate of formation of component j in the filter [mole j @m
-3@s-1]
rjFC is rate of formation of component j in the filter cake [mole j @m
-3@s-1]
VF is the volume of filter [m
3]
VFC is the volume of filter cake [m
3]
These equations can be further simplified by rewritting the equation for number of moles in the filter cake and in the
filter to an equation in concentration
where CjF is the concentration of component j in the filter [mole @m
-3]
CjFC is the concentration of component j in the filter cake [mole @m
-3]
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Differentiation with the volume of filter cake and filter respectively gives
Using that the flux to the filter cake is independent of the volume of the filter cake, that the flux from the filter cake to
the filter is independent of the filter volume and shifting the order of differentiation leads to
so that
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             Figure 2.2 Geometric relation between filter cross area, filter depth and filter volume
A final simplification is done by using that the filter cake volume can be described as a function of filter cake depth
and filter cake cross area, and that the filter volume can be described as a function filter depth and filter cross area as
seen on figure 2.2.
Where y  is the Cartesian coordinate vector in the direction through the filter [m]
The final general design equation for dead-end filtration therefore becomes
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2.1.2 Dead-end Filtration Without Reaction
For most industrial applications in dead-end filtration no reactions occur to an appreciably extent during the filtration.
In these cases the design equation (2.10) can be simplified further. As the rate of reaction rj is zero the design
equations becomes
At the same time during operation feed is added to the feed chamber, system I, as fast as it is removed leading to
Equally product will be removed from the product chamber, system II, at the same speed as it is received from the
filter so that
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which leads to the design equation
A further simplification is not possible unless an expression for the flux is known and the geometry of the filter and filter
cake is given.
E xample 2.1 Dead-end filtration of binary mixtureA simplified, but in simple filtration often valid, situation is that of a binary feed slurry containing a solid, 1, that
is 100 % rejected by the filter and a liquid phase, 2, that during filtration pass the filter unhindered. If such a slurry is
treated on a Nutch filter as shown in figure E2.1 the design equation can be further simplified. Since the cross sectional
area is constant and independent of y the design equation simplifies to
Where Cjf is the concentration of component j in the feed [mole @m
-3]
Cjp is the concentration of component j in the product [mole @m
-3]
vf is the volumetric feed flow rate [m
3 @s-1] 
vp is the volumetric product flow rate [m
3 @s-1]
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       Figure E2.1 Nutsch filter.
For most filtration operations the density of the filter and filter cake does not change during operation which directly leads
to
The thickness of the filter cake increases with time. Since all solids in the feed are retained by the filter the volume of the
filter cake can be found as
or since the concentration in the feed slurry seldom change during a run
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From this it follows that the filter cake thickness equals
Where  lFC is the filter cake depth [m]
The amount of liquid retained in the filter cake is of course
The difference between the liquid flux from chamber I to the filter cake and from chamber II to the filter therefore
becomes
To come any further the flux through the filter cake and filter need to be known.
For the liquid passing through the filter cake and the porous membrane D’Arcy’s law usually applies:
Where PI is the pressure in system I [Pa]
PIM is the pressure at the system I- membrane interface [Pa]
PII is the pressure in system II [Pa]
RF is the resistance to flow in the filter [m
-1 ]
RFC is resistance to flow in the filter cake [m
-1 ]
µliquid is the liquid viscosity [Pa@s]
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The filter cake resistance, RFC, is a function of cake depth and the specific cake resistance α:
Where  Mwj is the molecular weight of component j [kg @mol
-1]
 αspC  is the specifik cake resistance [m@kg
-1]
ρjFC is bulk density of component j in the filter cake [kg @m
-3]
while the filter resistance, RF, is an empirical constant to be determined by laboratory experiments.
Since
the flux J2II is often described by an overall resistance defined by
which can be found from
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For this specific case the design equations therefore becomes
When the volumetric flow rate or the pressure drop is known as a function of time these equations can be solved to give
the necessary filtration area for a given production rate and a maximum allowable pressure drop over the filter and filter
cake.
2.2 Mole Balance and Design Equation for Perfectly Mixed-Mixed Flow
      Membrane Module (M&M-MM)
2.2.1 Perfectly Mixed-Mixed Flow Membrane Module with Reaction
For small size particles the resistance to flow as the filter cake builds up becomes excessive making dead-end filtration
uneconomical or rightout impossible. For membrane processes dealing with microfiltration size particles or smaller
another approach has to be used. Instead of forcing the feed stream through the membrane leaving all particles above a
certain size to pile up on the membrane surface the feed is passed along side the membrane whereby some feed will pass
through the membrane while the retained feed stream will sweep the membrane surface for particles retained by the
membrane.Though this does not totally eliminate the problem with cake built up in many cases it reduces the problem
to an acceptable level. For these flow through membrane systems the solution to the general mole balance will depend
both on the flux through the membrane and the flow pattern in the two membrane module chambers.
The simplest flow pattern to treate from a mathematical view point is the case where both membrane module chambers
are perfectly mixed as shown in figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 Mixed-Mixed Membrane Module.
This flow pattern is used frequently in the laboratory to test new membrane materials abillity to separate gas or liquid
components but is only seen on an industrial scale in some gas separation modules with low flux.
In the laboratory the Mixed-Mixed Membrane Module (M&M-MM) is typically configured as a flat-sheet module and
used to determine the differential selectivity of the membrane.
As the two module  chambers, system I and II, are well mixed the concentration is constant in both chambers. This means
that the concentration inside chamber I is identical to the concentration in the stream leaving chamber I and that the
concentration in chamber II equals the concentration in the stream leaving chamber II.
Since the chambers are well mixed pressure, concentration and temperatures in system I and II are independent of position
and the general mole balance (1.8) 
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can be simplified to
using equation (2.2). As described under dead-end filtration figure 2.2 assuming plug flow through the membrane leads
to the further simplification
Where  AM(y) is cross sectional area of membrane in the y-direction [m
2 ]
During operation it will normally be reasonable to assume steady state for shorter periods of time (typically hours or days
of operation). This simplifies the equation further since
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The design equations for an M&M-MM with reaction therefore becomes
To solve these design equations the geometry of the membrane, a description of the flux and the rate equations have to
be known.
2.2.2 Perfectly Mixed-Mixed Flow Membrane Module without Reaction
For most applications no reactions occur in either the module chambers or the membrane. In this case the design equations
(2.18) can be simplified further:
From an experimental point of view it follows that the flux can be found from
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and that the differential or intrinsic selectivity as
The results obtained using laboratory experiments and equations (2.20) and (2.21) can then be used to predict behavior
of large scale equipment with often different flow patterns.
 E xample 2.2 Mixed-mixed flow membrane module for gas separation
Figure E2.2 Mixed-mixed flow membrane module.
Though not a common situation, in gas separation processes membrane modules with perfect mixed flow in both
chambers can occur. This example based on a paper by Weller and Steiner [2] show how to use the general design
equation (2.19) for an M&M-MM in gas separation. The gas separation module is shown in figure E2.2.
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The following quantities are assumed to be specified in advance:
Ftotf the total molecular feed flow 
mol
s
PI  the pressure in chamber I [Pa]
PII  the pressure in chamber II [Pa]
S the recovery or stage cut, defined as S 
F
totp
F
totf
TI the temperature in chamber I [K]
TII the temperature in chamber II [K]
xjf the molecular fraction of component j in the feed
while the following quantities are to be determined:
AI  the membrane area facing chamber I [m
2]
AII  the membrane area facing chamber II [m
2]
Ftotp the total  molecular permeate flow 
mol
s
Ftotr the total  molecular retentate flow 
mol
s
xjp the molecular fraction of component j in the permeate
xjr the molecular fraction of component j in the retentate
Furthermore the flux through the membrane of component j is assumed to be described by an equation of the form
where
Kj is a mass transfer coefficient 
mol
Pa @m 2 @s
PjIM is the partial pressure of component j on the membrane surface in module chamber I [Pa]
PjIIM is the partial pressure of component j on the membrane surface in module chamber II [Pa]
If steady state is assumed during the operation design equation (2.19) for an M&M-MM is the proper starting point:
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From this it is found that
An overall mass balance over the membrane chamber gives
From this and the definition of the recovery factor it follows that
Inserting this in the mass balance for membrane module chamber II lead to the following relationship between the mole
fraction in the retentate and the permeate
Inserting the flux equation into the mass balance for chamber II gives
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Choosing one component k as key component and dividing the flux equations for the remaining j components with the
flux equation for the key component yields
where  is the ideal gas separation factorα
jk

K
j
K
k
 is the pressure ratiop
r

P
II
P
I
Inserting the equation for xjr into the flux equation yield
This together with the constraint on the permeate mole fractions
gives the following n design equations with n unknowns
These equations will generally have to be solved by iteration. 
The mole fraction in the retentate is then calculated from
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while the necessary membrane area is found from
 E xample 2.3 Mixed-mixed membrane module flow for binary feed mixture
Figure E2.3 Mixed-mixed flow membrane module with binary feed mixture
For binary mixtures the equations of example 2.2 have an analytical solution as derived by Weller and Steiner [2]. For
the problem shown in figure E2.3 the design equations are reduced to
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Using that 
leads to
which upon rearrangement yield a second order equation in the unknown x1p
The solution to this second order equation is
with
The necessary membrane area can then be determined from
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2.3 Mole Balance and Design Equation for Plug flow-Perfectly Mixed Flow
      Membrane Module (PF&M-MM)
2.3.1 Plug Flow-Perfectly Mixed Flow Membrane Module with Reaction
                Figure 2.4 Plug flow-mixed flow membrane module.
Situations where the flow in one membrane module chamber can be considered as plug flow while the flow in the other
membrane chamber can be considered as perfectly mixed flow occurs for instance when an immersible  membrane module
is immersed in a well stirred tank. The membrane module is shown in figure 2.4.
Taking system I as the plug flow system and system II as the perfectly mixed flow system the general mass balance (1.8)
can be simplified as follows.
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For system I the mass balance can be rewritten as
where CjI is the molar concentration of component j in chamber I 
mol
m 3
Differentiation with the volume VI leads to
A further simplification comes from considering the general geometry of a membrane chamber as shown in figure 2.5.
As seen the differential volume can generally be expressed as 
where ATI(x) is the cross sectional area of the membrane chamber perpendicular to the direction of flow [m
2]
dx is the differential length in the direction of flow [m].
Figure 2.5 Geometry of a general membrane chamber
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The differential wetted membrane area in chamber I is expressed as 
where ΩI(x) is wetted periferi of the membrane in chamber I [m].
and the differential wetted membrane area in chamber II can be expressed as 
where ΩII(x) is wetted periferi of the membrane in chamber II [m].
Inserted in the mass balance for chamber I this gives
For system II the concentration is the same everywhere in the chamber and therefore independent of dVII so the mass
balance can be written as
where CjII is the molar concentration of component j in chamber II 
mol
m 3
If the volume of chamber II furthermore is constant with time, the mass balance simplifies to
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MC
jII
Mt

F
jII
*
in
 F
jII
*
out
V
II

x
II
J
jII
@Ω
II
(x) dx
V
II
 r
jII
(2.30)
dN
jM
dt

d m
V
M
C
jM
dV
M
dt

A
I
J
jI
dA
I

A
II
J
jII
dA
II

V
M
r
jM
dV
M
(2.31)
M
d m
V
M
C
jM
dV
M
dt
MV
M

M
A
I
J
jI
dA
I
MV
M

M
A
J
jM
dA
MV
M

M
V
M
r
jM
dV
M
MV
M
\
MC
jM
Mt
 
M
A
J
jM
dA
MV
M
 r
jM
(2.32)
dV
M
 dx @dy @dz (2.33)
Dividing with VII and using the geometry of the membrane chamber leads to
For the membrane the mass balance is rewritten as
where Cjm is the molar concentration of component j in the membrane 
mol
m 3
Differentiation with the volume VM lead to
Using that
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MC
jM
Mt
 
M
z x
J
jM
dxdz
MxMyMz
 r
jM
\
MC
jM
Mt
 
MJ
jM
My
 r
jM
(2.34)
System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
MC
jI
dt
 
1
A
TI
(x)
MF
jI
Mx

Ω
I
(x)
A
TI
(x)
@J
jI
 r
jI
II: Perfect mixed chamber:
MC
jII
Mt

F
jII
*
in
 F
jII
*
out
V
II

x
II
J
jII
@Ω
II
(x) dx
V
II
 r
jII
M: Membrane:
MC
jM
Mt

MJ
jM
My
 r
jM
(2.35)
System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
dF
jI
dx
 Ω
I
(x) @J
jI
 r
jI
@A
TI
(x)
II: Pefect mixed chamber: 0 
F
jII
*
in
 F
jII
*
out
V
II

x
II
J
jII
@Ω
II
(x) dx
V
II
 r
jII
M: Membrane:
MJ
jM
My
 r
jM
(2.36)
the equation for the membrane simplifies further
The general design equations for a plug flow - perfect mixed membrane module therefore becomes
Under steady-state conditions these design equations simplify to
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A
TI
(x)  L
yI
@L
zI
Ω
I
(x)  L
zI
dV
I
 A
TI
(x) @dx  L
yI
@L
zI
@dx
dA
I
 Ω
I
(x) @dx  L
zI
@dx
dA
II
 Ω
II
(x) @dx  L
zI
@dx
 E xample 2.4 How to calculate the cross flow area and the wetted membrane periferi in standard geometries
Figure E2.4 Rectangular flatsheet module
For the rectangular flatsheet module shown schematically in figure E2.4 the cross sectional flow area is
Where LxI is channel length in chamber I [m]
LyI is the channel height in chamber I [m]
LzI is the channel width in chamber I [m]
while the wetted membrane periferi is
This leads to
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A
TI
(x) 
π
4
@d
2
i
Ω
I
(x)  π @d
i
Ω
II
(x)  π @d
o
dV
I
 A
TI
(x) @dx 
π
4
@d
2
i @dx
dA
I
 Ω
I
(x) @dx  π @d
i
@dx
dA
II
 Ω
II
(x) @dx  π @d
o
@dx
Figure E2.5 Tubular membrane module
For the turbular module shown schematically in figure E2.5 the cross sectional flow area is
Where di is the inner diameter of the turbular membrane [m]
while the wetted membrane periferi for system I is
and for system II
Where do is the outer diameter of the turbular membrane [m]
This leads to
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System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
dF
jI
dx
 Ω
I
(x) @J
jI
II: Perfect mixed chamber: 0 
F
jII
*
in
 F
jII
*
out
V
II

x
II
J
jII
@Ω
II
(x) dx
V
II
M: Membrane: 0 
MJ
jM
My
Y J
jI
 J
jII
@
Ω
II
(x)
Ω
I
(x)
(2.37)
2.3.2 Plug Flow-Perfectly Mixed Flow Membrane Module without Reaction
If no reaction occurs in the membrane module the steady state design equations reduce to
 E xample 2.5: Plug flow-mixed flow membrane module for gas seperation
Figure E2.6 Plug flow-mixed flow membrane module
For a gas separation process where the feed membrane module chamber behaves as a plug flow chamber and the permeate
membrane module chamber behaves as a perfect mixed chamber the following method can be used to solve the design
equations. The gas separation module is shown in figure E2.6.
The following quantities are assumed to be specified in advance:
Ftotf the total  molecular feed flow 
mol
s
Fkr the molecular retentate flow for a key component k 
mol
s
PI  the total pressure in chamber I [Pa]
PII  the total pressure in chamber II [Pa]
TI the temperature in chamber I [K]
TII the temperature in chamber II [K]
xjf the molecular fraction of component j in the feed
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System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
dF
jI
dx
 Ω
I
(x) @J
jI
II: Perfect mixed chamber: 0 
F
jII
*
in
 F
jII
*
out
V
II

x
II
J
jII
@Ω
II
(x) dx
V
II
M: Membrane: 0 
MJ
j
My
Y J
jI
 J
jII
@
Ω
II
(x)
Ω
I
(x)
(2.37)
dF
jI
dx
 Ω
I
(x) @J
jI
 Ω
I
(x) @K
j
@ (P
jI
 P
jII
)  Ω
I
(x) @K
j
@ (x
jI
@P
I
 x
jII
@P
II
)
 Ω
I
(x) @K
j
@
F
jI
j
n
i1
F
iI
@P
I
 x
jII
@P
II
J
j
 K
j
@ P
jIM
 P
jIIM
while the following quantities are to be determined:
AI  the membrane area facing chamber I [m
2]
AII  the membrane area facing chamber II [m
2]
Ftotp the total  molecular permeate flow 
mol
s
Ftotr the total  molecular retentate flow 
mol
s
xjp the molecular fraction of component j in the permeate
xjr the molecular fraction of component j in the retentate
Furthermore the flux through the membrane of component j is assumed to be described by an equation of the form
where Kj is a mass transfer coefficient 
mol
Pa @m 2 @s
PjIM is the partial pressure of component j on the membrane surface in module chamber I [Pa]
PjIIM is the partial pressure of component j on the membrane surface in module chamber II [Pa]
Assuming steady state and no reactions during the process design equations (2.37) for the membrane unit are applicable:
For the feed chamber the mass balance becomes
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dF
jI
dF
kI

K
j
K
k
@
F
jI
j
n
i1
F
iI
@P
I
 x
jII
@P
II
F
kI
j
n
i1
F
iI
@P
I
 x
kII
@P
II
 α
jk
@
F
jI
 p
r
@x
jII
@j
n
i1
F
iI
F
kI
 p
r
@x
kII
@j
n
i1
F
iI
x
jII

F
jf
 F
jr
j
n
i1
(F
if
 F
ir
)
dF
jI
dx
 Ω
I
(x) @K
j
@
F
jI
j
n
i1
F
iI
@P
I
 x
jII
@P
II
\
A
I

l
x
0
Ω
I
(x)dx 
F
kf
F
kr
1
K
k
@
F
kI
j
n
i1
F
iI
@P
I
 x
kII
@P
II
dF
kI
Dividing through with the design equation for the key component yields
where α
jk

K
j
K
k
p
r

P
II
P
I
These n-1 ordinary couple differential equations then have to be solved iteratively by a numerical method such as a 4.
order Runge-Kutta routine, since the molecular fraction in the permeate stream is equal to
The necessary membrane area can then be found as
This integral will in most cases has to be solved numerically by for instance Simpsons method.
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dF
1I
dF
2I
 α
12
@
F
1I
 p
r
@x
1p
@ F
1I
 F
2I
F
2I
 p
r
@x
2p
@ F
1I
 F
2I
 α
12
@
F
1I
@ (1  p
r
@x
1p
)  p
r
@x
1p
@F
2I
F
2I
@ (1  p
r
@x
2p
)  p
r
@x
2p
@F
1I
 α
12
@
B @F
1I
 C @F
2I
D @F
2I
 A @F
1I
A  p
r
@x
2p
B  1  p
r
@x
1p
C  p
r
@x
1p
D  1  p
r
@x
2p
 E xample 2.6: Plug flow-mixed flow membrane module for binary feed mixture
Figure E2.7 Plug flow-mixed flow membrane module with binary feed mixture
For binary mixtures the equations of example E2.5 have an analytical solution. For the problem shown in figure E2.7 the
design equations are reduced to
where the constants A, B, C and D are defined as
This differential equation can be solved by using the following rather elegant substitution method whereby a seperable
differential equation is obtained.
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ζ 
F
1I
F
2I
dζ
dF
2I

d
F
1I
F
2I
dF
2I

1
F
2I
@
dF
1I
dF
2I

F
1I
F
2
2I

1
F
2I
@
dF
1I
dF
2I

F
1I
F
2I
dζ
dF
2I

1
F
2I
@ α
12
@
B @F
1I
 C @F
2I
D @F
1I
 A @F
1I

F
1I
F
2I

1
F
2I
@ α
12
@
B @
F
1I
F
2I
 C
D  A @
F
1I
F
2I

F
1I
F
2I

1
F
2I
@ α
12
@
B @ζ  C
D  A @ζ
 ζ
α
12
@
F
2r
F
2f
1
F
2I
dF
2I

ζ
r
ζ
f
1
B @ζ  C
D  A @ζ
 ζ
dζ
\
α
12
@ ln
F
2r
F
2f

ζ
r
ζ
f
1
B @ζ  C
D  A @ζ
 ζ
dζ
Setting
leads to
Subtituting the equation for  into this differential equation yields
dF
1I
dF
2I
Separating the variables and integrating gives
where ζ
r

F
1r
F
2r
ζ
f

F
1f
F
2f
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ζ
r
ζ
f
1
B @ζ  C
D  A @ζ
 ζ
dζ 
ζ
r
ζ
f
D  A @ζ
B @ζ  C  D @ζ  A @ζ2
dζ 
ζ
r
ζ
f
D  A @ζ
A @ζ2  (B  D) @ζ  C
dζ
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ζ
r
ζ
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ζ
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ζ
r
ζ
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1
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dζ 
1
(B  D)2  4 @A @C
@ ln
2 @A @ζ  (B  D)  (B  D)2  4 @A @C
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ζ
r
ζ
f
ζ
r
ζ
f
ζ
A @ζ2  (B  D) @ζ  C
dζ 
1
2 @A
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ζ
r
ζ
f

B  D
2 @A @ (B  D)2  4 @A @C
@ ln
2 @A @ζ  (B  D)  (B  D)2  4 @A @C
2 @A @ζ  (B  D)  (B  D)2  4 @A @C
ζ
r
ζ
f
ζ
r
ζ
f
1
B @ζ  C
D  A @ζ
 ζ
dζ 
D
(B  D)2  4 @A @C
@ ln
2 @A @ζ  (B  D)  (B  D)2  4 @A @C
2 @A @ζ  (B  D)  (B  D)2  4 @A @C
ζ
r
ζ
f

A
2 @A
@ ln A @ζ2  (B  D) @ζ  C
ζ
r
ζ
f

(B  D) @A
2 @A @ (B  D)2  4 @A @C
@ ln
2 @A @ζ  (B  D)  (B  D)2  4 @A @C
2 @A @ζ  (B  D)  (B  D)2  4 @A @C
ζ
r
ζ
f

(B  D)
2 @ (B  D)2  4 @A @C
@ ln
2 @A @ζ  (B  D)  (B  D)2  4 @A @C
2 @A @ζ  (B  D)  (B  D)2  4 @A @C
ζ
r
ζ
f

1
2
@ ln A @ζ2  (B  D) @ζ  C
ζ
r
ζ
f
Integration of the right side of the equation takes a little extra effort:
The solution to these two integrals can be found in standard tables of integrals [3]:
The right side integral therefore becomes
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x
2p
 1  x1p
A  pr @ (1  x1p )
B  1  pr @x1p
C  pr @x1p
D  1  pr  pr @x1p
B  D  1  pr @x1p  1  pr  pr @x1p  pr @ (1  2 @x1p )
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2
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
1
2
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pr @ (1  x1p ) @ζ
2
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α12 @ ln
F2r
F2f

2  pr
2 @pr
@ ln
2 @pr @ (1  x1p ) @ζr  pr @ (1  2 @x1p )  pr
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2
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r  pr @ (1  2 @x1p ) @ζr  pr @x1p
pr @ (1  x1p ) @ζ
2
f  pr @ (1  2 @x1p ) @ζf  pr @x1p
x1p 
F1f  F1r
F1f  F2f  F1r  F2r

F1f
F2r
 ζr
F1f
F2r

F2f
F2r
 ζr  1
Using that 
leads to
from which the integrals simplify to
Inserting this result in the design equation lead to
Since
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AI 
lx
0
ΩI(x)dx 
F2f
F2r
1
K2 @
F2I
F1I  F2I
@PI  x2p @PII
dF2I
ζr is the only unknown which can be found by iteration.
The necessary membrane area AI can afterwards be determined from
which has to be solved numerically using for example Simpsons method.
2.4 Mole Balance and Design Equation for Cocurrent Plug Flow Membrane
Module (coPF-MM)
2.4.1 Cocurrent Plug Flow Membrane Module with Reaction
In Cocurrent Plug Flow Membrane Modules (coPF-MM) the fluid in both module chambers move in plug flow and in
the same direction as shown schematically in figure 2.6. This type of flow often occur in hollow fiber, capillary and
tubular membrane modules used for gas separation and ultrafiltration, and can be accompliced in flat sheet membrane
modules.
Figure 2.6 Cocurrent plug flow membrane module
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System: Accumulated  In  Out  Generated
I:
dNjI
dt
 FjI*In  FjI*Out 
AI
JjI dAI 
VI
rjI dVI
II:
dNjII
dt
 FjII*In  FjII*Out 
AII
JjII dAII 
VII
rjII dVII
M:
dNjM
dt

AI
JjI dAI 
AII
JjII dAII  0 
VM
rjM dVM
(1.8)
MCjI
Mt
 
1
ATI(x)
MFjI
Mx

ΩI(x)
ATI(x)
@JjI  rjI (2.27)
MCjII
Mt
 
1
ATII(x)
MFjII
Mx

ΩII(x)
ATII(x)
@JjII  rjII (2.38)
MCjM
Mt
 
MJjM
My
 rjM (2.34)
System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
MCjI
dt
 
1
ATI(x)
MFjI
Mx

ΩI(x)
ATI(x)
@JjI  rjI
II: Plug flow chamber:
MCjII
dt
 
1
ATII(x)
MFjII
Mx

ΩII(x)
ATII(x)
@JjII  rjII
M: Membrane:
MCjM
Mt
 
MJjM
My
 rjM
(2.39)
From the general mole balance (1.8)
the mole balance for system I still simplifies to equation (2.27)
as shown in paragraph 2.3. In similar fashion the mole balance for system II simplifies to
while the mole balance for the membrane remains as (2.34)
The general design equations for cocurrent plug flow membrane module therefore becomes
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System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
dFjI
dx
 ΩI(x) @JjI  rjI @ATI(x)
II: Plug flow chamber:
dFjII
dx
 ΩII(x) @JjII  rjII @ATII(x)
M: Membrane:
MJjM
My
 rjM
(2.40)
System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
dFjI
dx
 ΩI(x) @JjI
II: Plug flow chamber:
dFjII
dx
 ΩII(x) @JjII  
dFjI
dx
M: Membrane: 0 
MJjM
My
Y JjI  JjII @
ΩII(x)
ΩI(x)
(2.41)
Under steady-state conditions these design equations simplify to
2.4.2 Cocurrent Plug Flow Membrane Module without Reaction
If no reaction occurs in the membrane module the steady state design equations reduces to
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 E xample 2.7: cocurrent Plug Flow Membrane Module for Gas Seperation
                                  Figure E2.8 cocurrent Plug Flow Membrane Module
For a gas separation process where the two membrane module chambers behave as cocurrent plug flow chambers the
following method can be used to solve the design equations. The gas separation module is shown in figure E2.8.
The following quantities are assumed to be specified in advance:
FtotIf the total  molecular feed flow to chamber I 
mol
s
FtotIIf the total  molecular feed flow to chamber II 
mol
s
FkIp the molecular product flow for a key component k from chamber I 
mol
s
PI  the total pressure in chamber I [Pa]
PII  the total pressure in chamber II [Pa]
TI the temperature in chamber I [K]
TII the temperature in chamber II [K]
xjIf the molecular fraction of component j in the feed to chamber I
xjIIf the molecular fraction of component j in the feed to chamber II
while the following quantities are to be determined:
AI  the membrane area facing chamber I [m2]
AII  the membrane area facing chamber II [m2]
FtotIp the total  molecular product flow from chamber I 
mol
s
FtotIIp the total  molecular product flow from chamber II 
mol
s
xj1p the molecular fraction of component j product from chamber I
xjIIp the molecular fraction of component j product from chamber II
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System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
dFjI
dx
 ΩI(x) @JjI
II: Plug flow chamber:
dFjII
dx
 ΩII(x) @JjII  
dFjI
dx
M: Membrane: 0 
MJjM
My
Y JjI  JjII @
ΩII(x)
ΩI(x)
(2.41)
dFjI
dx
 ΩI(x) @JjI  ΩI(x) @Kj @ (PjI  PjII )  ΩI(x) @Kj @ (xjI @PI  xjII @PII )
 ΩI(x) @Kj @
FjI
j
n
i1
FiI
@PI 
FjII
j
n
i1
FiII
@PII
dFjII
dx
 ΩII(x) @JjI  ΩII(x) @Kj @
FjI
j
n
i1
FiI
@PI 
FjII
j
n
i1
FiII
@PII
In  Out
FjIf  FjIIf  FjI  FjII
\
FjII  FjIf  FjIIf  FjI
Jj  Kj @ PjIM  PjIIM
Furthermore the flux through the membrane of component j is assumed to be described by an equation of the form
where Kj is a mass transfer coefficient 
mol
Pa @m 2 @s
PjIM is the partial pressure of component j on the membrane surface in module chamber I [Pa]
PjIIM is the partial pressure of component j on the membrane surface in module chamber II [Pa]
Assuming steady state and no reactions during the process design equations (2.41) for the membrane unit are applicable:
For chamber I and II the mass balance becomes
This apparently gives 2xn ordinary coupled differential equations to solve. A daunting task even with todays computers
if the number of components n are more than 4 to 5. The number of differential equations that need to be solved though
can be halfed by setting up a molar balance over the dotted box shown in figure E2.8:
This eliminates the need for the differential equations describing the flow in chamber II.
To eliminate the as yet unknown length of the membrane module the design equations for chamber I is divided through
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FiI
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FiI
@PI 
FjII
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i1
FiII
@PII
\
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FkIf
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FiI
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j
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i1
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with the chamber I design equation for the key component:
where αjk 
Kj
Kk
pr 
PII
PI
Using the molar balances for chamber II leads to
which inserted in the design equations gives
These n-1 ordinary couple differential equations then have to be solved iteratively by a numerical method such as a 4.
order Runge-Kutta routine.
The necessary membrane area can then be found as
This integral will in most cases have to be solved numerically by for instance Simpsons method.
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System: Accumulated  In  Out  Generated
I:
dNjI
dt
 FjI*In  FjI*Out 
AI
JjI dAI 
VI
rjI dVI
II:
dNjII
dt
 FjII*In  FjII*Out 
AII
JjII dAII 
VII
rjII dVII
M:
dNjM
dt

AI
JjI dAI 
AII
JjII dAII  0 
VM
rjM dVM
(1.8)
MCjI
Mt
 
1
ATI(x)
MFjI
Mx

ΩI(x)
ATI(x)
@JjI  rjI (2.27)
2.5 Mole Balance and Design Equation for Countercurrent Plug Flow
Membrane Module (counterPF-MM)
2.5.1 Countercurrent Plug Flow Membrane Module with Reaction
In Countercurrent Plug Flow Membrane Modules (counterPF-MM) the fluid in both module chambers move in plug flow
but in opposite directions as shown schematically in figure 2.7. This type of flow is often seen in hollow fiber, capillary
and turbular membrane modules for membrane distillation, gas stripping and gas separation and can be achieved in flat
sheet membrane modules.
Figure 2.7 Countercurrent plug flow membrane module
From the general mole balance (1.8)
the mole balance for system I still simplifies to equation (2.27)
as shown in paragraph 2.3. The mole balance for system II though is a little different since the direction of flow now is
opposite the direction of integration, x.
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dNjII
dt

d m
VII
CjII dVII
dt
 FjII*in  FjII*out 
AII
JjII dAII 
VII
rjII dVII
(2.42)
M
d m
VII
CjII dVII
dt
MVII

M FjII  FjII*Out
MVII

M
AII
JjII dAII
MVII

M
VII
rjII dVII
MVII
\
MCjII
dt

MFjII
MVII

M
AII
JjII dAII
MVII
 rjII
(2.43)
dVII  ATII(x) @dx
dAII  ΩII(x) @dx
(2.44)
MCjII
dt

1
ATII(x)
MFjII
Mx

1
ATII(x)
@
M
xII
JjII @ΩII(x) dx
Mx
 rjII
\
MCjII
Mt

1
ATII(x)
MFjII
Mx

ΩII(x)
ATII(x)
@JjII  rjII
(2.45)
For system II the mass balance can be rewritten as
Differentiation with the volume VII leads to
For further simplification the differential volume and differential wetted membrane area in chamber II are expressed as
where ATII(x) is the cross sectional area of the membrane chamber perpendicular to the direction of flow [m2]
dx is the differential length in the direction of flow [m].
ΩII(x) is wetted periferi of the membrane in chamber II [m].
Inserted in the mass balance for chamber II this gives
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MCjM
Mt
 
MJjM
My
 rjM (2.34)
System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
MCjI
dt
 
1
ATI(x)
MFjI
Mx

ΩI(x)
ATI(x)
@JjI  rjI
II: Plug flow chamber:
MCjII
dt

1
ATII(x)
MFjII
Mx

ΩII(x)
ATII(x)
@JjII  rjII
M: Membrane:
MCjM
Mt
 
MJjM
My
 rjM
(2.46)
System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
dFjI
dx
 ΩI(x) @JjI  rjI @ATI(x)
II: Plug flow chamber:
dFjII
dx
 ΩII(x) @JjII  rjII @ATII(x)
M: Membrane:
MJjM
My
 rjM
(2.47)
System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
dFjI
dx
 ΩI(x) @JjI
II: Plug flow chamber:
dFjII
dx
 ΩII(x) @JjII 
dFjI
dx
M: Membrane: 0 
MJjM
My
Y JjI  JjII @
ΩII(x)
ΩI(x)
(2.48)
The mole balance for the membrane remains as (2.34)
The general design equations for a countercurrent plug flow membrane module therefore are
Under steady-state conditions these design equations simplify to
2.5.2 Countercurrent Plug Flow Membrane Module without Reaction
If no reactions occur in the membrane module the steady state design equations reduce to
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 E xample 2.8: countercurrent Plug Flow Membrane Module for Gas Seperation
            Figure E2.9 countercurrent Plug Flow Membrane Module
For a gas separation process where the two membrane module chambers behave as countercurrent plug flow chambers
the following method can be used to solve the design equations. The gas separation module is shown in figure E2.9.
The following quantities are assumed to be specified in advance:
FtotIf the total  molecular feed flow to chamber I 
mol
s
FtotIIf the total  molecular feed flow to chamber II 
mol
s
Ftotp the molecular product flow for a key component k from chamber I 
mol
s
PI  the total pressure in chamber I [Pa]
PII  the total pressure in chamber II [Pa]
TI the temperature in chamber I [K]
TII the temperature in chamber II [K]
xjIf the molecular fraction of component j in the feed to chamber I
xjIIf the molecular fraction of component j in the feed to chamber II
while the following quantities are to be determined:
AI  the membrane area facing chamber I [m2]
AII  the membrane area facing chamber II [m2]
FtotIp the total  molecular product flow from chamber I 
mol
s
FtotIIp the total  molecular product flow from chamber II 
mol
s
xj1p the molecular fraction of component j product from chamber I
xjIIp the molecular fraction of component j product from chamber II
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System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
dFjI
dx
 ΩI(x) @JjI
II: Plug flow chamber:
dFjII
dx
 ΩII(x) @JjII 
dFjI
dx
M: Membrane: 0 
MJjM
My
Y JjI  JjII @
ΩII(x)
ΩI(x)
(2.48)
dFjI
dx
 ΩI(x) @JjI  ΩI(x) @Kj @ (PjI  PjII )  ΩI(x) @Kj @ (xjI @PI  xjII @PII )
 ΩI(x) @Kj @
FjI
j
n
i1
FiI
@PI 
FjII
j
n
i1
FiII
@PII
dFjII
dx
 ΩI(x) @JjI  ΩI(x) @Kj @
FjI
j
n
i1
FiI
@PI 
FjII
j
n
i1
FiII
@PII
In  Out
FjIf  FjII  FjI  FjIIp
\
FjII  FjIIp  FjIf  FjI
Jj  Kj @ PjIM  PjIIM
Furthermore the flux through the membrane of component j is assumed to be described by an equation of the form
where Kj is a mass transfer coefficient 
mol
Pa @m 2 @s
PjIM is the partial pressure of component j on the membrane surface in module chamber I [Pa]
PjIIM is the partial pressure of component j on the membrane surface in module chamber II [Pa]
Assuming steady state and no reactions during the process design equations (2.48) for the membrane unit are applicable:
For chamber I and II the mass balance becomes
This apparently gives 2xn ordinary coupled differential equations to solve. The number of differential equations that needs
to be solved can be halfed by setting up a molar balance over the dotted box in figure E2.9:
This eliminates the need for the differential equations describing the flow in chamber II.
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To eliminate the as yet unknown length of the membrane module the design equations for chamber I is divided through
with the chamber I design equation for the key component:
where αjk 
Kj
Kk
pr 
PII
PI
Using the molar balances for chamber II leads to
which inserted in the design equations gives
These n-1 ordinary couple differential equations then have to be solved iteratively by a numerical method such as a 4.
order Runge-Kutta routine. The only problem is, that FjIIp and FtotIIp are unknown. The procedure is now to guess a value
for FjIIp, solve the design equations and see if the found values for FjIIf are identical to the given values. This has to be done
iteratively. When the correct values for FjIIp have been determined the necessary membrane area can be found as
This integral will in most cases have to be solved numerically by for instance Simpsons method.
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System: Accumulated  In  Out  Generated
I:
dNjI
dt
 FjI*In  FjI*Out 
AI
JjI dAI 
VI
rjI dVI
II:
dNjII
dt
 FjII*In  FjII*Out 
AII
JjII dAII 
VII
rjII dVII
M:
dNjM
dt

AI
JjI dAI 
AII
JjII dAII  0 
VM
rjM dVM
(1.8)
MCjI
Mt
 
1
ATI(x)
MFjI
Mx

ΩI(x)
ATI(x)
@JjI  rjI (2.27)
2.6 Mole Balance and Design Equation for Plug Flow - Differential Cross Flow
Membrane Module (PF&DCF-MM)
2.6.1 Plug Flow - Differential Cross Flow Membrane Module (PF&DCF-MM) with Reaction
In a Plug Flow - Differential Cross Flow Membrane Module (PF&DCF-MM) the fluid in chamber I, the feed chamber,
flows in plug flow, while the fluid in chamber II, the permeate chamber, flows perpendicular away from the membrane
as shown schematically in figure 2.8. This flow configuration is seldom seen in practise though it can occur in
microfiltration, ultrafiltration, nanofiltration, pervaporation and vacuum membrane processes when flat sheet membranes
are used.
                 Figure 2.8 Plug Flow-Differential Cross Flow Membrane Module
From the general mole balance (1.8)
the mole balance for system I still simplifies to equation (2.27)
as shown in paragraph 2.3.
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dNjII
dt

d m
VII
CjII dVII
dt
 FjII*in  FjII*out 
AII
JjII dAII 
VII
rjII dVII
(2.42)
M
d m
VII
CjII dVII
dt
MVII

M FjII*In  FjII
MVII

M
AII
JjII dAII
MVII

M
VII
rjII dVII
MVII
\
MCjII
dt
 
MFjII
MVII

M
AII
JjII dAII
MVII
 rjII
(2.49)
dVII  dx @dy @dz
dAII  dx @dz
(2.50)
FjII 
xII zII
uII(y) @CjII dxdz (2.51)
 The mole balance for system II though is different since the fluid flows away from the membrane.
For system II the mass balance can be rewritten as equation (2.42)
Differentiation with the volume VII leads to (2.49)
For further simplification the differential volume and differential wetted membrane area in chamber II are expressed as
while the molecular flow away from the membrane is expressed as the area integral of the product between velocity and
concentration of component j:
where uII(y) is the velocity of the fluid [m@s-1].
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MCjII
Mt
 
M
xII zII
uII(y) @CjII dxdz
MxMyMz

M
xII zII
JjII dxdz
MxMyMz
 rjII
\
MCjII
Mt
 
M (uII(y) @CjII )
My

MJjII
My
 rjII
(2.52)
MCjII
Mt
 
M (u(y) @CjII )
My
 rjII (2.53)
MCjM
Mt
 
MJjM
My
 rjM (2.34)
System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
MCjI
dt
 
1
ATI(x)
MFjI
Mx

ΩI(x)
ATI(x)
@JjI  rjI
II: Cross flow chamber:
MCjII
dt
 
M (uII(y) @CjII )
My
 rjII
M: Membrane:
MCjM
Mt
 
MJjM
My
 rjM
(2.54)
System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
dFjI
dx
 ΩI(x) @JjI  rjI @ATI(x)
II: Cross flow chamber:
M (uII(y) @CjII )
My
 rjII
M: Membrane:
MJjM
My
 rjM
(2.54)
Inserted in the mass balance for chamber II this gives
Since the flux from chamber II to the membrane, JjII, does not depend on y, equation (2.52) simplifies further to
The mole balance for the membrane remains as (2.34)
The general design equations for a plug flow- differential cross flow membrane module therefore are
Under steady-state conditions these design equations simplify to
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System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
dFjI
dx
 ΩI(x) @JjI
II: Cross flow chamber:
M (uII(y) @CjII )
My
 0 Y FjII*Out  
AII
JjII dAII
M: Membrane: 0 
MJjM
My
Y JjI  JjII @
ΩII(x)
ΩI(x)
(2.54)
2.6.2 Plug Flow - Differential Cross Flow Membrane Module (PF&DCF-MM) without Reaction
If no reaction occurs in the membrane module the steady state design equations reduce to
 E xample 2.9: Plug Flow-Differential Cross Flow Membrane Module for gas separation
           Figure E2.10 Plug Flow-Differential Cross Flow Membrane Module
For a gas separation process where the feed membrane module chamber behaves as a plug flow chamber and the permeate
flow in the membrane module chamber is differential cross flow the following method can be used to solve the design
equations. The gas separation module is shown in figure E2.10.
The following quantities are assumed to be specified in advance:
Ftotf the total  molecular feed flow 
mol
s
Fkr the molecular retentate flow for a key component k 
mol
s
PI  the total pressure in chamber I [Pa]
PII  the total pressure in chamber II [Pa]
TI the temperature in chamber I [K]
TII the temperature in chamber II [K]
xjf the molecular fraction of component j in the feed
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System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
dFjI
dx
 ΩI(x) @JjI
II: Cross flow chamber:
M (uII(y) @CjII )
My
 0 Y FjII*Out  
AII
JjII dAII
M: Membrane: 0 
MJjM
My
Y JjI  JjII @
ΩII(x)
ΩI(x)
(2.54)
dFjI
dx
 ΩI(x) @JjI  ΩI(x) @Kj @ (PjI  PjII )  ΩI(x) @Kj @ (xjI @PI  xjII @PII )
 ΩI(x) @Kj @
FjI
j
n
i1
FiI
@PI  xjII @PII
Jj  Kj @ PjIM  PjIIM
while the following quantities are to be determined:
AI  the membrane area facing chamber I [m2]
AII  the membrane area facing chamber II [m2]
Ftotp the total  molecular permeate flow 
mol
s
Ftotr the total  molecular retentate flow 
mol
s
xjp the molecular fraction of component j in the permeate
xjr the molecular fraction of component j in the retentate
Furthermore the flux through the membrane of component j is assumed to be described by an equation of the form
where Kj is a mass transfer coefficient 
mol
Pa @m 2 @s
PjIM is the partial pressure of component j on the membrane surface in module chamber I [Pa]
PjIIM is the partial pressure of component j on the membrane surface in module chamber II [Pa]
Assuming steady state and no reactions during the process design equations (2.54) for the membrane unit are applicable:
For the feed chamber, chamber I, the molar balance becomes
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xjII 
dFjI
j
n
i1
dFiI
dFjI
dx
 ΩI(x) @Kj @
FjI
j
n
i1
FiI
@PI 
dFjI
j
n
i1
dFiI
@PII
dFjI
dFkI

Kj
Kk
@
FjI
j
n
i1
FiI
@PI 
dFjI
j
n
i1
dFiI
@PII
FkI
j
n
i1
FiI
@PI 
dFkI
j
n
i1
dFiI
@PII
 αjk @
FjI
j
n
i1
FiI

dFjI
j
n
i1
dFiI
@pr
FkI
j
n
i1
FiI

dFkI
j
n
i1
dFiI
@pr
dFjI
j
n
i1
dFiI

dFjI
dFkI
n
i1
dFiI
dFkI
dFjI
dFkI
 αjk @
FjI
j
n
i1
FiI

dFjI
dFkI
n
i1
dFiI
dFkI
@pr
FkI
j
n
i1
FiI

1
n
i1
dFiI
dFkI
@pr
The mole fraction in the permeate chamber, chamber II, is as yet unknown, but can at a specific point just outside the
membrane surface be calculated as
since the flow in chamber II is away from the membrane.
Inserted in the molar balance for chamber I this leads to
Dividing through with the design equation for the key component yields
where αjk 
Kj
Kk
pr 
PII
PI
dFjll is not known nor can it be calculated directly, but using that
changes the molar balance into
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dFjI
dx
 ΩI(x) @Kj @
FjI
j
n
i1
FiI
@PI  xjII @PII
\
AI 
lx
0
ΩI(x)dx 
Fkf
Fkr
1
Kk @
FkI
j
n
i1
FiI
@PI 
1
n
i1
dFiI
dFkI
@PII
dFkI
These n-1 ordinary couple differential equations then has to be solved iteratively by a numerical method such as a simple
Eulers method, treating  as a single variable during each iterativ integration step. 
dFjI
dFkI
The necessary membrane area can then be found as
This integral in most cases has to be solved numerically by for instance Simpsons method.
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dF1I
dF2I
 α12 @
F1I
F1I  F2I

dF1I
dF2I
dF1I
dF2I
 1
@pr
F2I
F1I  F2I

1
dF1I
dF2I
 1
@pr
 α12 @
F1I
F2I
F1I
F2I
 1

dF1I
dF2I
dF1I
dF2I
 1
@pr
1
F1I
F2I
 1

1
dF1I
dF2I
 1
@pr
ζ 
F1I
F2I
dζ
dF2I

d
F1I
F2I
dF2I

1
F2I
@
dF1I
dF2I

F1I
F 22I

1
F2I
@
dF1I
dF2I

F1I
F2I
 E xample 2.10: Plug Flow-Differential Cross Flow Membrane Module for binary feed mixture
       Figure E2.11 Plug Flow-Differential Cross Flow Membrane Module with binary feed mixture
For binary mixtures the equations of example E2.9 have an analytical solution. For the problem shown in figure E2.11
the design equations are reduced to
This differential equation can be solved by using the following substitution method whereby a seperable differential
equation is obtained.
Setting
leads to
Substituting ζ into the design equation gives
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dF1I
dF2I
 α12 @
ζ
ζ  1

dF1I
dF2I
dF1I
dF2I
 1
@pr
1
ζ  1

1
dF1I
dF2I
 1
@pr
 α12 @
ζ
ζ  1
 pr @
dF1I
dF2I

ζ
ζ  1
1
ζ  1
@
dF1I
dF2I

1
ζ  1
 pr
 α12 @
ζ  pr @ (ζ  1 ) @
dF1I
dF2I
 ζ
dF1I
dF2I
 1  pr @ (ζ  1 )
0 
dF1I
dF2I
2
 1  pr @ (ζ  1 )  α12 @ ζ  pr @ (ζ  1 ) @
dF1I
dF2I
ζ @α12
\
dF1I
dF2I

1
2
@  1  pr @ (ζ  1 )  α12 @ ζ  pr @ (ζ  1 )
 1  pr @ (ζ  1 )  α12 @ ζ  pr @ (ζ  1 )
2
 4 @ζ @α12
dF1I
dF2I

1
2
@  1  pr @ (α12  1 )  ζ @ (α12  1 ) @pr  α12
 1pr @ (α12 1 )
2
 (α121 ) @prα12
2
@ζ2 2 @ 1pr @ (α121 ) @ (α121 ) @prα12 4 @α12 @ζ
\
dF1I
dF2I
 A @ζ  C  A 2 @ζ2  2 @B @ζ  C 2
A  1
2
@ α12  (1  α12 ) @pr
C  1
2
@ 1  (α12  1 ) @pr
2 @B  2 @A @C  α12
dζ
dF2I

1
F2I
@ A @ζ  C  A 2 @ζ2  2 @B @ζ  C 2  ζ
This can be rearranged into a second order equation in  and solved 
dF1I
dF2I
To ease the mathematical manipulations to follow this solution is rearranged to
where the constants A, B and C are defined as
Subtituting the equation for  into this differential equation gives
dF1I
dF2I
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F2r
F2f
1
F2I
dF2I 
ζr
ζf
1
(A  1) @ζ  C  A 2 @ζ2  2 @B @ζ  C 2
dζ
\
ln
F2r
F2f

ζr
ζf
1
(A  1) @ζ  C  A 2 @ζ2  2 @B @ζ  C 2
dζ
ζr
ζf
1
(A  1) @ζ  C  A 2 @ζ2  2 @B @ζ  C 2
dζ 

1
2 @A  1
@ ln
A @ A 2 @ζ2r  2 @B @ζr  C
2
 A @ζr  B
A @ A 2 @ζ2f  2 @B @ζf  C
2
 A @ζf  B

2 @α12 @ (A  1)  2 @C
(2 @A  1) @ α12  2 @C
@ ln
A 2 @ζ2r  2 @B @ζr  C
2
 A @ζr  α12  C
A 2 @ζ2f  2 @B @ζf  C
2
 A @ζf  α12  C

C
C @ (1  A)  B
@ ln
A 2 @ζ2r  2 @B @ζr  C
2
 A @ζr  C
A 2 @ζ2f  2 @B @ζf  C
2
 A @ζf  C
ln
F2r
F2f

1
2 @A  1
@ ln
A @ A 2 @ζ2f  2 @B @ζf  C
2
 A @ζf  B
A @ A 2 @ζ2r  2 @B @ζr  C
2
 A @ζr  B

2 @α12 @ (A  1)  2 @C
(2 @A  1) @ α12  2 @C
@ ln
A 2 @ζ2f  2 @B @ζf  C
2
 A @ζf  α12  C
A 2 @ζ2r  2 @B @ζr  C
2
 A @ζr  α12  C

C
C @ (1  A)  B
@ ln
A 2 @ζ2f  2 @B @ζf  C
2
 A @ζf  C
A 2 @ζ2r  2 @B @ζr  C
2
 A @ζr  C
Separating the variables and integrating yields
where ζr 
F1r
F2r
ζf 
F1f
F2f
Integration of the right side of the equation takes a lot of inginuity, but the result, according to Weller and Steiner [2] and
corrected in Weller and Steiner [4], is:
Inserting this result in the design equation lead to
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dFjI
dx
 ΩI(x) @Kj @
FjI
j
n
i1
FiI
@PI  xjII @PII
\
AI 
lx
0
ΩI(x)dx 
F2f
F2r
1
K2 @
F2I
F1I  F2I
@PI 
1
dF1I
dF2I
 1
@PII
dF2I

ζ2f
ζ2r
F2f @exp ln
F2I
F2f
A @ζ  C  A 2 @ζ2  2 @B @ζ  C 2  ζ
K2 @
1
ζ  1
@PI 
1
A @ζ  C  A 2 @ζ2  2 @B @ζ  C 2  1
@PII
dζ
Since ζr is the only unknown it can now be found by iteration.
The necessary membrane area AI can afterwards be determined from
which has to be solved numerically using for example Simpsons method.
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System: Accumulated  In  Out  Generated
I:
dNjI
dt
 FjI*In  FjI*Out 
AI
JjI dAI 
VI
rjI dVI
II:
dNjII
dt
 FjII*In  FjII*Out 
AII
JjII dAII 
VII
rjII dVII
M:
dNjM
dt

AI
JjI dAI 
AII
JjII dAII  0 
VM
rjM dVM
(1.8)
2.7 Mole Balance and Design Equation for Cross Flow Membrane Module (CF-
MM)
2.7.1 Cross Flow Membrane Module (CF-MM) with Reaction
In a Cross Flow Membrane Module (CF-MM) the fluid in chamber I and II,  flows in plug flow but perpendicular to each
other as shown schematically in figure 2.9. This flow is the one encountered in spiralwound membrane modules as used
for ultrafiltration, nanofiltration and reverse osmosis and can be accomplished in flat sheet membrane modules.
Figure 2.9 Cross flow membrane module
The general mole balance (1.8)
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dNjI
dt

d m
VI
CjI dVI
dt
 FjI*in  FjI*out 
AI
JjI dAI 
VI
rjI dVI
(2.21)
M
d m
VI
CjI dVI
dt
MVI

M FjI*in  FjI
MVI

M
AI
JjI dAI
MVI

M
VI
rjI dVI
MVI
\
MCjI
dt
 
MFjI
MVI

M
AI
JjI dAI
MVI
 rjI
(2.23)
dVI  LI(x,z) @dx @dz
dVII  LII(x,z) @dx @dz
dATI  LI(x,z) @dz
dATII  LI(x,z) @dx
dAI  dx @dz
dAII  dx @dz
(2.55)
FjI 
xzI
uI(x,y) @CjI @LI(x,z)dz (2.56)
can for system I be simplified by using equation (2.21)
and differentiating with the volume as in equation (2.23)
A further simplification comes from considering the geometry of the membrane chambers as seen from figure 2.9
Where LI(x,z) is the channel width in chamber I as defined in figure 2.9 [m]
LII(x,z) is the channel width in chamber II as defined in figure 2.9 [m]
and using that
Where uI(x,y) is the fluid velocity in the x-direction in chamber I [m@s-1]
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MCjI
dt
 
M
zI
CjI @uI(x,z) @LI(x,z)dz
LI(x,z)MzMx

M
zI xI
JjI dxdz
LI(x,z)MzMx
 rjI
\
MCjI
dt
 
1
LI(x,z)
@
M CjI @uI(x,z) @LI(x,z)
Mx

JjI
LI(x,z)
 rjI
(2.57)
MCjII
dt
 
1
LII(x,z)
@
M CjII @uII(x,z) @LII(x,z)
Mz

JjII
LII(x,z)
 rjII (2.57)
MCjM
Mt
 
MJjM
My
 rjM (2.34)
System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
MCjI
dt
 
1
LI(x,z)
@
M CjI @uI(x,z) @LI(x,z)
Mx

JjI
LI(x,z)
 rjI
II: Plugflow chamber:
MCjII
dt
 
1
LII(x,z)
@
M CjII @uII(x,z) @LII(x,z)
Mz

JjII
LII(x,z)
 rjII
M: Membrane:
MCjM
Mt
 
MJjM
My
 rjM
(2.58)
From this equation (2.23) reduces to
Using a similar approach the mole balance for system II becomes
Where uII(x,y) is the fluid velocity in the z-direction in chamber II [m@s-1]
The mole balance for the membrane remains as (2.34)
The general design equations for a cross flow membrane module therefore are
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System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
M CjI @uI(x,z) @LI(x,z)
Mx
  JjI  rjI @LI(x,z)
II: Plugflow chamber:
M CjII @uII(x,z) @LII(x,z)
Mz
  JjII  rjII @LII(x,z)
M: Membrane:
MJjM
My
 rjM
(2.59)
System:
I: Plug flow chamber:
M CjI @uI(x,z) @LI(x,z)
Mx
  JjI
II: Plugflow chamber:
M CjII @uII(x,z) @LII(x,z)
Mz
  JjII
M: Membrane:
MJjM
My
 0 Y JjI  JjII @
ΩII(x)
ΩI(x)
(2.60)
Under steady-state conditions these design equations simplify to
2.7.2 Cross Flow Membrane Module (CF-MM) without Reaction
If no reaction occurs in the membrane module the steady state design equations reduce to
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System: In  Out  Accumulated
I: 0EI*In @∆t  0QI @∆t  0QI*M @∆t  0EI*Out @∆t  0EI*M @∆t  0W
tot
I @∆t  0W
tot
I *M @∆t  ∆Esys I
II: 0EII*In @∆t  0QII @∆t  0QII*M @∆t  0EII*Out @∆t  0EII*M @∆t  0W
tot
II @∆t  0W
tot
II *M @∆t  ∆Esys II
M: 0EI*M @∆t 0EII*M @∆t 0W
tot
I *M @∆t 0W
tot
II *M @∆t  0QI*M @∆t  0QII*M @∆t  ∆EM
(3.1)
3.  General Energy Balance for a Membrane System
           Figure 3.1 Generalized membrane unit for which the general energy balance is setup
The general energy balance for a generalized membrane module consisting of a membrane, M, system I and system II
as shown in figure 3.1 is:
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∆EsysI
∆t
 0EI*In  0EI*Out  0EI*M  0QI  0QI*M  0W
tot
I 
0W totI *M
∆t 6 0
\
dEsysI
dt
 0EI*In  0EI*Out  0EI*M  0QI  0QI*M  0W
tot
I 
0W totI *M
(3.2)
Where EM is the energy stored in the membrane [J]
EsysI is the energy stored in system I [J]
EsysII is the energy stored in system II [J]
 is the energy flow rate to system I with the molar feed flow [J @s-1]0EI*In
is the energy flow rate from system I with the molar flow to the membrane [J @s-1]0EI*M
 is the energy flow rate from system I with the molar product flow [J @s-1]0EI*Out
 is the energy flow rate from system II with the molar feed flow [J @s-1]0EII*In
 is the energy flow rate from system II with the molar flow to the membrane [J @s-1]0EII*M
  is the energy flow rate from system II with the molar product flow [J @s-1]0EII*ud
 is the heat effect transferred to system I from the surroundings [J @s-1]0QI
 is the heat effect transferred to system I from the membrane [J @s-1]0QI*M
 is the heat effect transferred to system II from the surroundings [J @s-1]0QII
 is heat effect transferred to system II from the membrane [J @s-1]0QII*M
 is power removed from system I as work to surroundings [J @s-1]0W totI
is power removed from system II as work to the surroundings [J @s-1]0W totII
 is power removed from system I as work to the membrane [J @s-1]0W totI *M
is power removed from system II as work to the membrane [J @s-1]0W totII *M
Concentrating first on system I the energy balance can be rewritten into an apparent ordinary first order differential
equations:
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∆EsysII
∆t

0EII*In  0EII*Out  0EII*M  0QII  0QII*M  0W
tot
II 
0W totII *M
∆t 6 0
\
dEsysII
dt

0EII*In  0EII*Out  0EII*M  0QII  0QII*M  0W
tot
II 
0W totII *M
(3.3)
∆EM
∆t

0EI*M  0EII*M  0W
tot
I *M 
0W totII *M  0QI*M  0QII*M
∆t 6 0
\
dEM
dt
 0EI*M  0EII*M  0W
tot
I *M 
0W totII *M  0QI*M  0QII*M
(3.4)
E  U  Epot  Ekin • U  Epot, elec (3.5)
0E  0U  0Epot, elec  j
n
j  1
Fj @Uj  ö@ j
n
j  1
zj @Fj @Φ (3.6)
The same procedure applies for system II:
while the energy balance for the membrane becomes
The energy term generally is divided into internal, kinetic and potential energy
Where E is the total energy [J]
Ekin is the kinetic energy [J]
Epot is the potential energy [J]
Epot,elec is the potential elektrical energy [J]
U is the total internal energy [J] 
Which, written as energy flow rate becomes [7]:
Where  is the total energy flow rate [J @s-1]0E
ö is Faraday’s constant 9.64853 @104  [C @mol-1]
Uj is the internal energy of component j [J @mole-1] 
 is the total internal energy flow rate [J @s-1]0U
zj is the electrical charge of component j
Φ is the elektrical potential [V]
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W tot  P @V *Out  P @V *In  Ws  Welec (3.7)
0W tot  j
n
j  1
P @Vj @Fj *Out  j
n
j  1
P @Vj @Fj *In  0Ws  0Welec (3.8)
dEsysI
dt
 /000j
n
j  1
FjI @Uj
In
 ö@ /000j
n
j  1
zj @FjI @Φ
In
 /000j
n
j  1
FjI @Uj
Out
 ö@ /000j
n
j  1
zj @FjI @Φ
Out
 /000j
n
j  1
FjI @Uj
MI
 ö@ /000j
n
j  1
zj @FjI @Φ
MI
 0QI  0QI*M  0WsI  0WelecI
 /000j
n
j  1
P @Vj @FjI
Out
 /000j
n
j  1
P @Vj @FjI
In
 /000j
n
j  1
P @Vj @FjI
MI
(3.9)
Similarly the work term will normally be divided into PV-work (pressure-volume term), mechanical shaft work and an
eletric work term
Where P is total pressure [Pa]
V is total volume [m3]
Welec is the electrical work done by the system on its surroundings [J]
Ws is the shaft work done by the system on its surroundings [J]
Which written as power produced becomes
Where  is the total power removed from system as work [J @s-1]0W tot
 is the total power removed from system to surroundings as shaft work [J]0Ws
 is the total electrical power removed from system [J]0Welec
Inserting equations (3.6) and (3.8) into the general energy balance (3.2) for system I leads to:
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dEsysI
dt
 j
n
j  1
FjI @ Uj  P @Vj In  FjI @ Uj  P @Vj Out  FjI @ Uj  P @Vj MI
 ö@ j
n
j  1
zj @FjI @Φ In  zj @FjI @Φ Out  zj @FjI @Φ MI

0QI  0QI*M  0WsI  0WelecI
 j
n
j  1
FjI @Hj In  FjI @Hj Out  FjI @Hj MI
 ö@ j
n
j  1
zj @FjI @Φ In  zj @FjI @Φ Out  zj @FjI @Φ MI

0QI  0QI*M  0WsI  0WelecI
(3.10)
dEsysII
dt
 j
n
j  1
FjII @Hj In  FjII @Hj Out  FjII @Hj MII
 ö@ j
n
j  1
zj @FjII @Φ In  zj @FjII @Φ Out  zj @FjII @Φ MII
 0QII  0QII*M  0WsII  0WelecII
(3.11)
dEM
dt
 /000j
n
j  1
FjI @Uj
MI
 ö@ /000j
n
j  1
zj @FjI @Φ
MI
 /000j
n
j  1
FjII @Uj
MII
 ö@ /000j
n
j  1
zj @FjII @Φ
MII
 /000j
n
j  1
P @Vj @FjI
MI
 /000j
n
j  1
P @Vj @FjII
MII
 0QI*M  0QII*M
 j
n
j  1
FjI @Hj MI FjII @Hj MII  ö@ j
n
j  1
zj @FjI @Φ MI  zj @FjII @Φ MII
 0QI*M  0QII*M
(3.12)
Rearranging equation (3.9) leads to
Where Hj is the molar enthalpy for component j [J @mole-1]
The same procedure applies to system II:
The energy equation for the membrane can be rewritten in the form
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dEsysI
dt
 j
n
j  1
FjI @Hj In  FjI @Hj Out  FjI @Hj MI
 ö@j
n
j  1
zj @FjI @Φ In  zj @FjI @Φ Out  zj @FjI @Φ MI

0QI  0QI*M  0WsI  0WelecI
dEsysII
dt
 j
n
j  1
FjII @Hj In  FjII @Hj Out  FjII @Hj MII
 ö@j
n
j  1
zj @FjII @Φ In  zj @FjII @Φ Out  zj @FjII @Φ MII

0QII  0QII*M  0WsII  0WelecII
dEM
dt
 j
n
j  1
FjI @Hj MI FjII @Hj MII  ö@j
n
j  1
zj @FjI @Φ MI  zj @FjII @Φ MII
 0QI*M  0QII*M
(3.13)
Leading to the general energy balances for the membrane unit
These energy equations can thereafter be simplified depending on the membrane configuration and membrane process.
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4. Symbols
A Constant defined in the example where the constant appears
AM(y) Cross sectional area of membrane in the y-direction [m2 ]
AFC Contact area between filter cake and filter [m2]
AI Contact area between system I and membrane [m2]
AII Contact area between system II and membrane [m2]
B Constant defined in the example where the constant appears
C Constant defined in the example where the constant appears
Cj Concentration of component j [mole @m-3]
CjF Concentration of component j in filter [mole @m-3]
CjFC Concentration of component j in filter cake [mole @m-3]
Cjf Concentration of component j in feed [mole @m-3]
Cjp Concentration of component j in product [mole @m-3]
Concentration of component j in stream to chamber I [mole @m-3]CjI*In
Concentration of component j in stream from chamber I [mole @m-3]CjI*Out
Concentration of component j in stream to chamber II [mole @m-3]CjII*In
Concentration of component j in stream to chamber II [mole @m-3]CjII*Out
D Constant defined in the example where the constant appears
di Inner diameter of hollow fiber, capillary or turbular membrane [m]
do Outer diameter of hollow fiber, capillary or turbular membrane [m]
E Energy [J]
Ekin Kinetic energy [J]
EM Energy stored in membrane [J]
Epot Potential energy [J]
Epot,elec Potential elektrical energy [J]
EsysI Energy stored in system I [J]
EsysII Energy stored in system II [J]
Energy flow rate [J @s-1]0E
Potential elektrical energy flow [J @s-1]0Epot,elec
Energy flow rate to system I with molar feed flow [J @s-1]0EI*In
Energy flow rate from system I in molar flow to membrane [J @s-1]0EI*M
Energy flow rate from system I with molar product flow [J @s-1]0EI*Out
Energy flow rate to system II with molar feed flow [J @s-1]0EII*In
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Energy flow rate from system II with molar flow to membrane [J @s-1]0EII*M
Energy flow from system II with molar product flow [J @s-1]0EII*Out
ö Faraday’s constant 9.64853 @104  [C @mol-1]
Fj Molecular flow rate of component j [mole j @s-1]
Fjp Molecular flow rate of component j in permeate [mole j @s-1]
Fjr Molecular flow rate of component j in retentate [mole j @s-1]
FjIf Molecular feed flow for component j to chamber I [mole j @s-1]
FjIIf Molecular feed flow for component j to chamber II [mole j @s-1]
FjIp Molecular product flow for component j from chamber I [mole j @s-1]
FjIIp Molecular product flow for component j from chamber II [mole j @s-1]
Molecular flow rate of component j to system I [mole j @s-1]FjI*In
Molecular flow rate of component j to system II [mole j @s-1]FjII*In
Molecular flow rate of component j from system I to membran [mole j @s-1]FjI*M
Molecular flow rate of component j from system II to membran [mole j @s-1]FjII*M
Molecular flow rate of component j from system I [mole j @s-1]FjI*Out
Molecular flow rate of component j from system II [mole j @s-1]FjII*Out
Ftotf Total molecular feed flow rate [mole@s-1]
Ftotp Total molecular permeate flow rate [mole@s-1]
Ftotr Total molecular retentate flow rate [mole@s-1]
GjM Mole j generated in membrane [mole j @s-1]
GjI Mole j generated in system I [mole j @s-1]
GjII Mole j generated in system II [mole j @s-1]
Hj Enthalpy for component j [J @mole-1]
j Component  number
Jj Flux of component j [mole j @m-2@s-1]
JjFC Flux of component j from filter cake to filter [mole j @m-2@s-1]
JjI Flux of component j from system I to membrane [mole j @m-2@s-1]
JjII Flux of component j from system II to membrane [mole j @m-2@s-1]
Kj Mass transfer coefficient for component j  [mole j @Pa-1 @m-2 @s-1] 
L Length [m]
LxI Channel length in chamber I [m]
LyI Channel height in chamber I [m]
LzI Channel width in chamber I [m]
LI(x,z) Channel width in chamber I as defined in figure 2.9 [m]
LII(x,z) Channel width in chamber II as defined in figure 2.9 [m]
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lFC Filter cake depth [m]
Mwj Molecular weight of component j [kg @mol-1]
Nj Number of moles of component j [mole j]
NjF Nnumber of moles of component j in the filter [mole j]
NjFC Number of moles of component j in filter cake [mole j]
NjM Moles j in membran [mole j]
NjI Mole j i system I [mole j]
NjII Mole j i system II [mole j]
n Total number of components in system
P Pressure [Pa]
PjIM Partial pressure for component j at system I- membrane interface [Pa] 
PjIIM Partial pressure for component j at system II- membrane interface [Pa] 
PI Pressure in system I [Pa]
PIM Pressure at system I- membrane interface [Pa]
PII Pressure in system II [Pa]
pr Pressure ratio pr 
PII
PI
Heat effect transferred to system I from the surroundings [J @s-1]0QI
Heat effect transferred to system I from the membrane [J @s-1]0QI*M
Heat effect transferred to system II from the surroundings [J @s-1]0QII
Heat effect transferred to system II from the membrane [J @s-1]0QII*M
RF Resistance to flow in filter [m-1 ]
RFC Resistance to flow in filter cake [m-1 ]
RM Resistance to flow in membrane [m-1 ]
RO Overall resistance to flow over membrane system [m-1 ]
rj Rate of formation of component j [mole j @m-3@s-1]
rjF Rate of formation of component j in filter [mole j @m-3@s-1]
rjFC Rate of formation of component j in filter cake [mole j @m-3@s-1]
rjM Rate of formation of component j in membrane [mole j @m-3@s-1]
rjI Rate of formation of component j in system I [mole j @m-3@s-1]
rjII Rate of formation of component j in system II[mole j @m-3@s-1]
S Recovery or stage cut, dimensionless
TI Temperature in chamber I [°C]
TII Temperature in chamber II [°C]
t Time [s]
U Internal energy [J] 
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Uj Internal energy of component j [J @mole-1] 
Internal energy flow rate [J @s-1]0U
uI(x,z) Fluid velocity in the x-direction in chamber I [m@s-1]
uII(x,z) Fluid velocity in the z-direction in chamber II [m@s-1]
V Volume [m3]
VF Volume of filter [m3]
VFC Volume of filter cake [m3]
Vj Molar volume of component j [m3 @mole-1 ]
VM Volume of membrane [m3 ]
VI Volume of system I [m3 ]
VII Volume of system II [m3 ]
v volumetric flow rate [m3 @s-1]
vf volumetric feed flow rate [m3 @s-1] 
vp volumetric product flow rate [m3 @s-1]
volumetric flow rate to chamber I  [m3 @s-1]vI*In
volumetric flow rate from chamber I  [m3 @s-1]vI*Out
volumetric flow rate to chamber II  [m3 @s-1]vII*In
volumetric flow rate from chamber II  [m3 @s-1]vII*Out
W Work done by system on its surroundings [J]
Ws Shaft work done by system on its surroundings [J]
Welec Electrical work done by system on its surroundings [J]
Power removed from system as work [J @s-1]0W tot
Power removed from system to surroundings as shaft work [J]0Ws
Electrical power removed from system [J]0Welec
Electrical power removed from system I to surroundings as work [J @s-1]0WelecI
Electrical power removed from system II to surroudings as work [J @s-1]0WelecII
Power removed from system I to surroundings as shaft work [J @s-1]0WsI
Power removed from system II to surroundings as shaft work [J @s-1]0WsII
Power removed from system I as work to surroundings [J @s-1]0W totI
Power removed from system II as work to surroundings [J @s-1]0W totII
Power removed from system I as work to membrane [J @s-1]0W totI *M
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Power removed from system II as work to membrane [J @s-1]0W totII *M
x Cartesian coordinate vector [m]
xjf Mole fraction of component j in feed
xjp Mole fraction of component j in permeate
xjr Mole fraction of component j in retentate
y Cartesian coordinate vector [m]
z Cartesian coordinate vector [m]
zj Electrical charge of component j
αspC Specific cake resistance [m@kg-1]
 is the ideal gas separation factorαjk 
Kj
Kk
Intrinsic membrane selectivity as defined in Marcel Mulder [5]αij,Mulder
Intrinsic membrane selectivity as defined in Seader and Henley [6]αij,S&H
∆ Denotes a finite interval
Φ Elektrical potential [V]
µliquid Liquid viscosity [Pa@s]
ρjFC Bulk density of component j in filter cake [kg @m-3]
ζ Molar flow ratio defined in examples as ζ 
F1I
F2I
ζf Molar flow ratio defined in examples as ζr 
F1f
F2f
ζr Molar flow ratio defined in examples as ζr 
F1r
F2r
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Postscript
Life's a deal, you knew it,
when you signed the dotted line
 They nail you to the paper, put a rope around your neck
And so we sing along, the boy stood on the burning deck! 
John Lennon
